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"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
"AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Sunday, October 19, 2008 11:50 PM
The Liberal Wikipedia & More Gore

Dear Dr. Soon:
Thank you for your kind words and permission to use your presentation with qualification
qualification that it is my interpretation.
It is one thing to fight this battle against the green extreme and to read about the horror
stories and a another to hear directly from those who are being persecuted for telling the
truth.
Have you seen the liberal online dictionary Wikipedia comments about you?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willie_Soon Notice they mention some of your funding in
part as the oil companies but they do mention funding sources for the A l Gore or probably
probably any other who is spreading the green propaganda. There is an excellent repute in
in the discussion tab by a very astute reader.
"In 2007, Gore was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize (together with the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change) for "efforts to build up and disseminate greater knowledge about man-made climate
climate change, and to lay the foundations for the measures that are needed to counteract such
change."[5] He is also the author of the 2006 text, An Inconvenient Truth on the topic of global warming
warming and starred in the A cademy A ward-winning documentary An Inconvenient Truth, released in
in conjunction with the book. He helped to organize the 07 July 2007 benefit concert for global
warming, Live Earth."

Y ou notice they do not attack Gore for all of his lying, lack of credentials, funding sources
sources for the "Inconvenient Distortions", et al. The Nobel "Peace" prize is a sham and a
and a shame upon that organization. It should be a Nobel PIECE prize, i.e. a piece of our
our private property is given up for all the blatant out of context and down right lies he is
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is sending out.
Also Wikipedia says nothing of the overwhelming government funding bias toward their
man caused global warming agenda. They conveniently leave out how one sided the UN
UN climate control agenda is. They should be asking why is the national and one world
government crowd driving us further into debt pushing a one sided lie.
It seems to be OK for government to spend billions on this green Ponzi scam but it is not
is not good when the energy industry stands up and fights back with some token funding.
funding. I'm surprised the energy industry does not fight back harder considering how
much of our energy has been shut down on this green nonsense.
This government is upside down and backwards, Dr. Soon. I am hoping the internet is
going to save us by giving us a tool to spread the truth far and fast exposing and
squelching all this propaganda.
I hope a new employer appears on your horizon that will not threaten you and your
family. Y ou deserve to be rewarded for all your hard work especially walking the plank
spreading the truth of this green debauchery.
This positive feedback paradigm of government grant funding has to be exposed for the
bribery it really is. People will do anything and say anything for money. It is a crime that
that the sovereignty of the states and the free born state Citizens have been broken with all
all these adhesion contracts devised by the collectivist.
I know you will continue to speak out and steer the green herd into the light of the truth.
truth. Treachery can only grow in the dark. These are the end times for contrived
agendas. Junk "science" can no longer be held in a box with the world wide web and a
growing activism for freedom and liberty. Thirty years from now, we will look at these
times as the Salem Witch Trials.
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Massachusetts colonial Governor Samuel Sewall (1652(1652-1730.)

http://texasliberal.wordpress.com/2007/11/30/what-kind-of-man-was-salem-witch-trialgovernor-samuel-sewall/
"In 1697 Samual Sewall, one of the judges in the witch trials publicly confessed to the wrong
doing he had helped to escalate, and offered an apology to the relatives of those who had
died. The matter has never been allowed to die however. In 1706 Ann Putnam apologized for
her actions during the summer of 1692. In 1711, a bill was passed through the legislature that
restored the names of those accused, and gave £600 in restitution to their heirs - this
included money for those like Dorcas Good who never recovered from her ordeal and
required to be looked after for the rest of her life. In 1957 the State of Massachusetts formally
apologized, and in 1992, a memorial to the witch trials was dedicated in Salem - now
renamed “Danvers”. Those who died needlessly have not died quietly. Their memory lives
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on, not only in the minds of their generations of relatives that followed them, but also those
who strive to prevent such an atrocity happening again."
I was cautioned by another property owner to be careful and take care of my family first as those
involved in this green government movement are ruthless.
Thank you again, Dr. Soon, for all you have done.

Jack Venrick
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